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From the very beginning of Singapore’s independence to nowadays, Lee Kuan 
Yew, no matter he was Prime Minister of Singapore or resigned, has been greatly 
paying close attention to China, his comments on China covered every aspect, from 
politics to economy, from history to culture, from internal affairs to foreign policy. His 
Chinese cognition not only influenced Singapore’s China policy，but also exerted 
great influence onto worldwide statesman, especially onto the ASEAN countries’ 
leaders，some of his comments even had influenced the decisions of China policy of 
ASEAN countries’ leaders. Southeastern Asia plays a critical role in the process of 
China’s rise, so, understanding other countries’ Chinese cognition will be helpful in 
formulating our proper foreign policies, which will promote China’s national interests. 
Consequently, it becomes extremely necessary to make a comprehensive introduction 
to Lee Kuan Yew’s Chinese viewpoints. 
This master’s thesis firstly introduces the connotation of the concept of Chinese 
viewpoints，then briefly introduces Lee Kuan Yew’s personal experiences，in the 
following，the article discusses Lee’s Chinese viewpoints from five aspects，which are 
Mainland China’s society， the cross-straits issue， the issue of before and after Hong 
Kong’s return and the rise of China, and then, it analyzes the influence factors of the 
making of Lee’s Chinese cognition. The article believes that, as an overseas Chinese, 
inevitably, Chinese thinking style and value embedded into Lee Kuan Yew’s mind, he 
has natural intimacy to China, which is the deepest influence factor, while the factor 
building up the above factors is his westernized thinking style and value, Lee was 
born in a Strait Chinese family, accepted English education, so his life has been 
westernized, and he has the same political tradition as Strait Chinese’s identity with 
local politics and royalty to British Empire. In general, the influence factors are shell 
of Western culture plus the core of Chinese culture. No matter he was in office or not, 













through all his Chinese viewpoints, which is that he observes China on the stance of 
promoting Singapore’s national interests and his realist attitudes.  
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1994 年，新加坡联合早报出版了《李光耀 40 年政论选》，该书汇集了李光耀




















除 了 上 述 传 记 、 选 集 、 回 忆 录 之 外 ， 新 加 坡 文 物 局 在 其 网 站


























































第一章   李光耀其人 
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